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Abstract
A synthetic spectrum of red sprites due to electron energization by the electric _eld from lightning is presented[ It is
computed by using the electron distribution function obtained from a FokkerÐPlanck code\ which includes various
inelastic losses[ The model also includes the atmospheric attenuation of the optical emissions[ The results are compared
with observed red sprite spectra[ Some implications of the results to models of red sprites are discussed[ Þ 0887 Elsevier
Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

0[ Introduction
Observations of optical emissions at altitudes between
59Ð89 km associated with giant thunderstorms have been
the focus of many recent ground and aircraft campaigns
"Lyons\ 0883^ Sentman et al[\ 0884^ Winckler et al[\ 0885#[
While the gross phenomenology of the emissions\ termed
red sprites\ has been known for some time now\ their
spectroscopic structure is only currently emerging
"Mende et al[\ 0884^ Hampton et al[\ 0885#[ The objective
of this paper is to present a model of the optical spectrum
of red sprites due to the electron energization by light!
ning!induced electric _elds[ A valuable output of such a
model is the scaling of the relative intensities of the emis!
sions with the value of the electric _eld and:or power
density of the energy deposition[ Such scaling can provide
additional constraints to the required energy deposition
in the red sprite region[

1[ Model description
The model assumes energization of ionospheric elec!
trons by _elds generated by conventional lightning and
applies equally well to energization by electro!magnetic
or quasi!static _elds "Milikh et al[\ 0884^ Rowland et al[\
0884^ Pasko et al[\ 0884#[ It capitalizes on the fact that
there are two distinct timescales*a short timescale on
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which a steady state electron distribution function f "v# is
established by balancing the electron energization rate
with inelastic loses "Tsang et al[\ 0880#\ and a longer
radiation timescale dominated by interlevel transfer and
collisional quenching[ A FokkerÐPlanck code that
includes elastic and inelastic collisions "Tsang et al[\ 0880#
is used to calculate the electron energization at altitudes
between 59Ð89 km by lightning generated _elds with fre!
quency v smaller than the electron cyclotron frequency
Ve and the electronÐneutral collisional frequency n9[ It
computes kinetically the modi_cation of the electron dis!
tribution function by the _eld and the excitation of the
molecular electronic levels by the energized electrons[
Radiative de!excitation of the excited molecules pro!
duced optical ~ashes that super_cially resemble those
observed during auroras[ However\ unlike auroras which
last for hours and in which even forbidden transitions
needs to be considered\ red sprites have durations of
only milliseconds\ so that only N1 transitions less than a
millisecond\ excited by direct electron impact or through
cascades\ need to be retained[ Finally the emission spec!
trum at ground or airplane level is computed by including
the atmospheric attenuation[
1[0[ Electron distribution function
The electron distribution function in the presence of
an electric _eld is strongly non!Maxwellian requiring a
kinetic treatment of the problem[ This provides the value
of
the
electronÐneutral
collisional
frequency
ne  ne"z\ =E=#\ and the excitation rates of the di}erent
electronic levels by electron impact[ An existing FokkerÐ
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Planck code\ developed for the description of ionospheric
RF breakdown "Tsang et al[\ 0880# was used[ The basic
input to the model is the electric _eld amplitude E at a
particular altitude z characterized by the ambient elec!
tronÐneutral collisional frequency n9[ Here E is de_ned
as E  zSEv1 \ where Ev1 is the spectral energy density[
This de_nition of electric _eld amplitude is general and
applies to quasi!static or electromagnetic _elds for
v ð Ve\ ne[ For a given value of E and n9\ the electron
distribution function f "v# is found by solving numerically
the FokkerÐPlanck equation
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and normalized by using the peak value from Cartwright
"0869#[ The excitation cross!section of the N¦
1 "B# elec!
tronic level by the electron impact from the ground state
was taken from Van Zyl and Pendleton "0884#[ Note that
kaex only depends on the quiver energy o½[
Figure 1 shows the excitation rate coe.cients for the
relevant electronic levels of N1 as a function of the quiver
energy o½[ We have neglected e}ects caused by the W : B
transition compared with that due to B : B? transition\
both having similar excitation thresholds but di}erent
excitation rates as revealed by Fig[ 1[ We then obtain
the population of vibrational levels inside each of the
electronic states by solving the following set of stationary
equations "Cartwright\ 0867#
dnav
xa a
KexNN1ne¦s Ajvabnj
 q9v
dt
bj

cos1 u9

−nav s Avjab−kaq\vNnav  9\

"1#

bj

is the electron quiver energy\ and ne"v# is the electronÐ
neutral e}ective collisional frequency[ Z is the operator
which describes the e}ect of the inelastic collisions "Tsang
et al[\ 0880#[ We have assumed that the frequency of
the electromagnetic _elds satisfy v ð Ve\ ne and that the
magnetic _eld is almost perpendicular to the E _eld so
that "Ve:ne#1 cos1 u9 ð 0[ The critical parameter that con!
trols the behavior of the distribution function f "v# under
an electric _eld E at a given height is the averaged quiver
energy o½"E\ ne#\ which depends nonlinearly on the steady
state averaged collisional frequency\ ne[ For values of
o½ ³ 9[91 eV most of the energy absorbed by the electrons
excites the low lying vibrational levels of nitrogen\ and
emissions in the visible range cannot be excited[ For
9[91 eV ³ o½ ³ 9[0 eV the electron energy results in the
excitation of optical emissions and molecular
dissociation[ For o½ × 9[0 eV ionization is initiated[
1[1[ Computin` the radiative intensity
The next element of the model is the computation of
the emission intensity for a particular radiative transition
based on the value of f "v# found above[ In the current
model we have retained only the electronic levels of N1
shown in Fig[ 0[ The computation of the intensity of a
radiative transition connecting the v!th and v?!th
vibrational levels of electronic states a and b is
accomplished as follows[ We _rst compute the excitation
rate kaex coe.cient of the a electronic level of N1 by elec!
tron impact
kaex  3pÐf "v#v2saex"v# dv\
using the excitation cross!section saex of the B\ B?\ W\ C
and E electronic levels by the electron impact from Car!
twright et al[ "0866#\ while the excitation cross!section of
the N1"D# electronic level is taken from Freund "0860#

where]
+ ne is the electron density\
+ nav is the number density of the v!th vibrational level of
electronic state a\
xa
+ q9v
is the FranckÐCondon factor which shows the tran!
sition probability to the v vibrational level of the a
electronic state from the 9 vibrational level of the
ground state X "in a cold ambient gas only the lowest
vibrational level is populated#\
ab
+ Avv?
is the Einstein spontaneous transition probability\
a
+ kq\v is the rate constant of collisional quenching of the
v vibrational level of the a electronic state\
+ N is the air density[
Therefore\ the _rst term in the right side of eqn "1#
shows the direct pumping of the v vibrational level of the
a electronic state by the electron impact[ While the second
term shows cascade excitation\ the third term describes
the radiation losses[ The last term reveals losses due to
the collisional quenching[ Note that the usage of the
stationary equations for the population of vibration lev!
els is justi_ed by the fact that the radiative lifetimes of
the relevant electronic states are shorter than the duration
T of electromagnetic pulse from lightning in order to be
pumped e}ectively[ Therefore\ a stationary distribution
of nav is established during the pulse[ From eqn "1# we
obtain the population of the electronic level a as
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Fig[ 0[ Energy levels diagram for the nitrogen electronic levels considered in the discussed model[ The relevant radiative
transitions are shown by arrows[

Here tav  0:Sjb Avjab is the lifetime of the v!th vibrational
level of the a electronic state[ The coe.cients Fa0\v and
ab
F1\v
reveal relative importance of the direction and cas!
cade excitation of v!th vibrational level of state a\ and
are calculated using the data from Gilmore et al[ "0881#[
Moreover\ the quenching factor "0¦tav kaq\vN#−0 was cal!
culated for the relevant electronic levels using the quen!
ching rate coe.cient recently revised by Morill and
Benesh "0885# and the quenching rates of N¦
1 "B# from
Pancheshnyi et al[ "0886#\ see Fig[ 2[
Note that collisional transfer between the N1"B# and
other excited N1 states could a}ect the N1 optical spec!
trum "Morill and Benesh\ 0885# and is an important issue
for quasistationary auroras[ The collisional transfer of
excitation which couples resonant vibrational levels of

overlapping B\ A\ W and B? electronic states of N1 could
a}ect sprite spectra at the height where this process
occurs on a time scale shorter than the sprite duration
"Morill and Benesh\ 0885#[ This e}ect will be considered
in a complete model which will be presented elsewhere[
The intensity of the radiative transition in Rayleighs|
connecting the v!th and v?!th vibrational levels of elec!
tronic states a and b is given by
ab
Inn?
"l# 

09−5 a ab
Ðn A dl\
3p v vv?

"3#

where the integration is carried out along the optical path
of the detector "column integrated#[ Note that\ since we
are interested in the relative intensities\ we can construct
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Fig[ 1[ The excitation rate coe.cients for the di}erent levels B\ B?\ W\ C\ E of the neutral molecular nitrogen\ along with the
B level of the nitrogen ion\ marked as B¦[

ground or an airplane it will be distorted by atmospheric
attenuation[ Atmospheric attenuation depends on the
zenith angle x of the optical source\ the altitude h9 of the
detector\ and on the properties of the atmosphere\ such
as relative humidity and aerosol density[ We consider the
following contributions to the attenuation] absorption
by ozone\ oxygen and water vapor\ the Rayleigh scat!
tering by air molecules\ and Mie scattering by aerosols[
The total attenuation of the optical emission is the result
of the above contributions and is given by
I"h\ x\ o\ l#  Is"o\ l# e−t"h\x\o\l#
Fig[ 2[ The e}ective quenching factor for the electronic levels of
"B\ B?\ E\ B¦# as a function of altitude[

t"h\ x\ o\ l#  −sec x s ssabs"l#
s

a spectrum\ at a given height\ that depends only on the
quiver energy o½ as long as quenching is not considered[
The vibrational!electronic population depends linearly
on the electron density ðsee eqn "2#Ł^ as a result the spec!
trum is not a}ected by the possible increase in the electron
density due to the ionization of the neutral gas by {hot|
electrons[
1[2[ Atmospheric attenuation
The observed spectrum depends on the location of the
detector[ If observed from space\ the spectrum is the same
as the source spectrum\ while if observed from either the

g

h9

Ns"z# dz\

"4#

h

where h9 is the altitude of the sprite\ Is is the sprite source
spectrum discussed in the next section\ ssabs"l# is the cor!
responding e}ective attenuation cross!section\ and Ns"z#
is the density of particles that absorb or scatter the
photons[ Important points are as follows]
+ The absorption by molecular oxygen is computed by
taking into consideration the fact that the absorbtion
of O1 has four narrow peaks centered at l  576[1\
578[2\ 659[7 and 652[7 nm "Greenblatt et al[\ 0889#[
+ The absorption by ozone is computed using the absorp!
tion cross!section from Lenoble "0882#\ and applying
the mid!latitude ozone model "Brasseur and Solomon\
0873#[
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Fig[ 3[ The transmission coe.cient for the atmospheric attenuation model\ for two values of the humidity\ 79) "lower
curve# and 19) "top curve#\ with x  9[

+ The absorption caused by the water vapor is calculated
using the cross!section from Lenoble "0882#[ We
assume 79) relative humidity\ take the dependence of
the water vapor pressure on the temperature from the
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics "0872\ Fig[ 07!
02#\ and assume also that the temperature in the tropo!
sphere follows the pro_le observed at Wallops Island
"27N># during summer time "Handbook of Geophysics\
0874\ Fig[ 04!02#[
+ The Rayleigh scattering was calculated using the wave!
length dependence of the cross!section given by Nicolet
et al[ "0871#[
+ Finally\ the Mie scattering was calculated by assuming
the vertical distribution of the aerosol attenuation "at
9[44 mm# from the background springÐsummer model
"Handbook of Geophysics\ 0874\ pp[ 07!02#[ We then
extent the attenuation to any wavelength by using the
tropospheric aerosol model "Handbook of Geophysics\
0874\ Fig[ 07!10#[

sprites are located at a certain height z\ and for the sake
of de_niteness assume that z  79 km[ Then we discuss
a more realistic model of a spatially integrated spectrum
of red sprites[
Even though the source spectrum depends on the
quiver energy and spatial pro_le of the emission region\
which can only be obtained from a speci_c lightning
model\ we can estimate the importance of the three given
bands by computing the number of band integrated pho!
tons as a function of quiver energy\ as shown in Fig[ 4
assuming that the sprite is located at 79 km[ These values
can be used to estimate an absolute emission spectrum[

For the sake of de_niteness\ we assumed in general
79) humidity and 4999 particles:cm2 number density
of aerosols[ As an example\ the transmission coe.cient
e−t"h\x\o\l# is plotted in Fig[ 3 for the observational par!
ameters described in the caption and _gure[

2[ Results
Using the above computational scheme we _nd next
the synthetic source spectrum of N1[ We assume _rst that

Fig[ 4[ The band integrated photons as a function of quiver
energy for the three bands[ The sprite height was assumed at 79
km[
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Once we have the source spectrum we consider the model
spectrum at the ground observed at di}erent zenith
angles[ By comparing the model spectrum with obser!
vations we estimate the intensity of the pumping electric
_eld[
2[0[ Localized!source spectrum
Here we consider a localized source spectrum with and
without atmospheric attenuation e}ects[ The synthetic
source spectrum of N1 at a reference height of 79 km is
obtained for quiver energies o½  9[0 and 9[1 eV "see Fig[
5# which corresponds to an electric _eld amplitude
E9  24 and 69 V:m[
Notice that only the 0P and 1P bands give a distinctive
contribution to the source spectrum\ while the N¦
1 "0N#
band plays only a minor role since it can be excited
by {tail| electron having energy in excess of 08 eV[ The
intensity of the band was still insigni_cant when we com!
puted it using an electric _eld a few times higher than
mentioned above[ In comparison\ this N¦
1 "0N# band is
among the brightest in auroras since it is caused by high
energy electrons[ Figure 6 reveals the model sprite spec!
trum at sea level if a ground based detector views the
source at zero zenith angle x  9[ This spectrum di}ers
signi_cantly from the synthetic source spectrum of Fig[
5[ First\ the N1"1P# and N¦
1 "0N# bands are attenuated
more signi_cantly than the N1"0P# band[ this e}ect is
stronger for longer optical paths corresponding to higher
zenith angles\ as seen in Fig[ 7[ By comparing the two
peaks of the N1"0P# band\ say 4!1 and 3!1 which undergo
di}erent absorption\ one can estimate the zenith angle of
the observed sprite[
Finally\ the synthetic spectrum calculated for o½  9[0
eV and zenith angle of x  79>\ and for the detector
location of 3[2 km above sea level\ which is shown in Fig[
8"b#\ resembles that observed by Hampton et al[ "0885#
at similar conditions\ as revealed by Fig[ 8"a#[ From the
optical spectrum one can retrieve the intensity of the

Fig[ 5[ The source spectrum for o½  9[0 and 9[1 eV\ which cor!
responds to E9  24 and 69 V:m assuming a height h  79 km[
Also shown is a zoom of the N¦
½  9[1\ showing
1 "0N# band for o
that its contribution is small for this range of electron energies[

Fig[ 6[ The sprite spectrum\ produced at h  79 km\ as it would
be observed at the ground with x  9> and for E9  24 and 69
V:m\ corresponding to o½  9[0 and 9[1 eV\ respectively[

Fig[ 7[ The sprite spectrum\ produced at h  79 km\ as it would
be observed at the ground with x  79> and for E9  24 and 69
V:m\ corresponding to o½  9[0 and 9[1 eV\ respectively[ The
relative attenuation of the N1"1P# and N¦
1 "0N# bands as com!
pared with the N1"0P# band is clearly more signi_cant as x
increased[

pumping electric _eld[ This is accomplished by com!
paring lines either belonging to di}erent bands or to the
same band[ In the _rst case the ratio of excitation rates
of the corresponding electronic levels depends on the
direct pumping of the levels "mainly# and from cascades|
excitation[ In the second case this ratio is controlled by
the cascades| excitation only[ Since only a few lines
belonging to the 0P band have been observed so far
"Mende et al[ 0884^ Hampton et al[\ 0885#\ in what follows
we consider the vibrational transitions vÐv? and v0Ðv?0
belonging to the N1"0P# band[ For given values of the
relative intensities of the two chosen spectral lines Ivv? and
Iv0v?0 we _nd using eqns "2# and "3#\ that
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cascade from the B? level[ The di}erence in the atmo!
spheric attenuations\ as we check with our model\ was
less than a few percent for the zenith angle x ½ 79>[
Substituting the ratio of intensities into eqn "5#\ we obtain
B
that nB?
½  9[0 eV "or
ex:nex ¹ 9[2^ this corresponds to o
E9  24 V:m for h  79 km# according to Fig[ 1\ which
is just below the ionization threshold[ Note that this
estimate was made using noisy data which are not spa!
tially resolved\ and can be considered only as an illustra!
tive example[ Thus\ in order to retrieve the electric _eld
due to the lightning from observed sprite spectra\ some
methods such as spectral _tting technique "Green et al[
0885# have to be applied[
2[1[ Spatial inte`ration
In order to compare with actual spectrum measure!
ments\ we must consider the detector column integration\
as photons are emitted from di}erent heights under
di}erent conditions\ e[g[ quiver energies\ electron densit!
ies\ neutral densities\ collisional quenching\ etc[ The col!
umn integration\ eqn "3#\ must be carried carefully due
to two factors
Fig[ 8[ "a# The spectrum measured by Hampton et al[ "0885#\
with x  79>[ "b# The modeled spectrum for the estimated
E9  24 V:m\ or o½  9[0 eV\ which is close to the ionization
threshold\ was computed for the same conditions as for the
spectrum shown in "a#[

nBexF0\v?¦s naexF1\v?
a
Avv?
Ivv?

e−"tvv?−tv v? #
Iv0v?0 Av0v?0 nBexF0\v? ¦s naexF1\v?
0 0

0

a

"5#

0

where the summation is over B?\ C and D electronic states
re~ecting the e}ect of excitation and cascade^ tvv? and tvv?
reveal the atmospheric absorption of the corresponding
levels[ Generally speaking\ one can obtain the ratios
B
C
B
D B
nB?
ex:nex\ nex:nex and nex:nex by using the intensities of three
di}erent spectral bands[ This allows the evaluation of the
electric _eld amplitude from Fig[ 1[
This procedure requires a knowledge of the atmo!
spheric attenuation\ which depends upon the zenith
angle\ as well as the relative humidity and the aerosol
number density[ However\ if the detector is on a high
altitude airplane\ the absorption caused by the water
vapor and aerosols becomes negligible[ Thus\ the retrieval
procedure is simpli_ed[ To illustrate the opportunities
given by the proposed method we consider data from
Hampton et al[ "0885# presented in Fig[ 8"a#\ which only
shows the N1"0P# band[ We chose the 5!2 and 6!3 tran!
sitions\ their intensities relate as 9[51:9[3[ We take into
account that for the chosen transitions the largest role is
played by the direct pumping of the B level and by the

+ the height dependence of the quiver energy\ the electron
density\ and neutral density^
+ the height dependence of the collisional quenching[
We can apply the method which we explained above
to the electric _eld induced by a discharge of fractal
lightning\ as discussed by Valdivia et al[ "0886#[ For de_!
niteness we assume that the lightning has a fractal dimen!
sion D  0[3 and is produced by a discharge of
Q  099C[ We choose the _eld pro_le at the core of the
sprites to carry out the spatial integration eqn "3#[ The
result is shown in Fig[ 09[ For this electric _eld pro_le\

Fig[ 09[ The spatially integrated source spectrum for a red sprite
due to a lightning discharge of Q  099C "solid line#\ along with
that produced by a slab at 79 km corresponding to o½  9[0 eV
"dashed line#[
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the relative spectrum does not vary appreciably from the
properly normalized spectrum computed for a slab at
h  79 km and of o½  9[0 eV revealed by the dashed
line^ the di}erence is only 09) for the short wavelengths
belonging to the 1P band and less than 0) for the longer
wavelengths of 0P band[ Both spectra are plotted toge!
ther\ but for reference they can be compared with the
spectrum of Fig[ 5[ Note that the changes in the spectrum
are related to the collisional quenching[ We expect that
these become more profound for the sprites which spread
downward to below 59 km[

3[ Conclusions
A model of the red sprite spectrum due to molecular
excitation by ionospheric electrons accelerated by the
electric _eld from lightning has been developed[ The
model allows us to evaluate the electric _eld amplitude
by comparing the intensities of di}erent spectral lines[
The model also reveals some di}erences between aurora
and sprite spectra] in the aurora both permitted and
forbidden transitions play a noticeable role\ while in spri!
tes only permitted transitions are important[ Unlike the
aurora\ the collisions between excited molecules could
a}ect sprites only in a few local spots[ Sprites are nor!
mally observed at quite a high zenith angle\ so that the
spectrum is highly in~uenced by the atmospheric attenu!
ation[ It seems that sprites are produced by electrons of
much lesser energy than that of auroral electrons[ For a
given amount of the charge discharged and for an
assumed fractal dimension of the lightning\ the sprite
spectrum can be computed accurately\ considering the
spatial _eld distribution and the collisional quenching[
As a result\ if the measurements have good spatial resol!
ution\ the model output could in principle yield the spatial
pro_le of the amplitude of the electric _eld causing the
sprite[ By comparison with the observations\ the light!
ning parameters could be evaluated[
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